Lisa Stewart is an award-winning designer, artist, and as CREATIVEGoddess and CEO of Lisa
Stewart Designs, Lisa is a blended spirit and visionary.
Lisa's creative intuition frees her to explore past techniques with today's modern applications
infusing art with personal lifestyle. Motivated by the need to
exhibit individualism, Lisa crafted a line of elegant personal
At Lisa Stewart Designs,
accessories in fine materials based on her calligraphic
we believe that
illustrations and now gives every woman an opportunity to
express her style through gorgeous wearable art.
beautiful art should be

a part of your life. Our
handcrafted fine art,
Press & Contributions Lisa's fine art and gifts have been featured fashion accessories and
in Giftware News, Gift Shop, Pet Age, Gifts & Decorative
gifts are specifically
Accessories, Modern Dog, Modern Cat, Dwell, Total Art
Licensing, and The Crafts Report.
designed to enhance
your personal sense of
Awards & Recognition Most recently, Lisa is a 2011 NICHE
Award Finalist celebrating creative distinction, innovation,
style and sophistication.
An expert as artist entrepreneur, Lisa also specializes in helping
galleries and fine artists cultivate their small business brand.

Lisa Stewart Designs is
a luxury fine art and gift
line.

surface design technical excellence, and market viability in North
American fine craft. Additionally, Lisa's art and design have been
highlighted in Strokes of Genius: The Best of Illustration, inaugurating a juried series by North
Light Books and a contributor to Creative Workshop, 80 Design Challenges.
Author An expert as artist entrepreneur, Lisa has contributed her business savvy and
technology tips to The Artists Magazine, 2010 Artists & Graphic Designers Market,
ArtistsNetwork.com, and hosts INDIECreatives.com, a coaching and strategy community for
creative entrepreneurs.

Charity As a strong pet advocate, Lisa donates design work and a portion of sales proceeds to
local and national pet rescue organizations. Equally near to her heart, Lisa annually donates
a portion of her sales proceeds to The Women's Center, empowering low-income women and
teens.
Services/Products
Wearable Fine Art & Gifts
Our fine art and gifts are inspired by travel, infusing the beauty of other cultures and
innovating past techniques with today’s modern applications. We help you cultivate
sophisticated style through elegant design and innovative products using luxury materials for
you and your home.
My art appeals to sophisticated enthusiasts around the World and encompasses a broad range
of products that include home décor, wall art, jewelry, fashion accessories, leather goods and
more.
Custom & Bespoke
We enjoy collaborating with great clients to develop special projects with our art and design
through custom and bespoke product development. Among many projects, Lisa is currently
working to develop a custom journal line; garden sculpture; woven textiles for tabletop, home
decor, and fashion; as well as products for an upcoming movie, to name a few.
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License Philosophy
Lisa's artwork is available for license on a variety of product formats with select
manufacturing partners. While we typically work from a master product plan with our current
Lisa Stewart licensees, we are also excited to speak with potential licensees who create
quality products, understand our brand and envision a powerful partnership with Lisa Stewart
Designs.
Elegant Logos/ID Systems
Succinctly representing your company and enhancing your brand with grace and integrity
based on calligraphic imagery.

